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Reliability of the 25URC accelerator continued to improve in FY87
with only 253 hours of unscheduled maintenance. Operation over the
past five years is summarized in Table I. A new record of almost 4600
research hours was achieved in FY87 even with a scheduled outage of
2320 hours. Most of the scheduled outage resulted from the installa-
tion of new accelerating tubes of the compressed geometry
configuration(l). Four unscheduled tank openings were required during
the year, but only two of these interrupted the experimental schedule.
Tank openings were required by the following failures: A vacuum leak
in an ion pump valve bellows; a failure in the terminal charging
system; a power supply for an electrostatic quadrupole failed; a
flexible coupling in a rotating shaft failed. The two rotating shafts
in the accelerator have accumulated about 44,000 hours of operation,
and the charging chains have operated about 38,000 hours. A summary
of shaft bearing life is contained in Table II.

Replacement of the accelerator tubes has proceeded in stages.
First, compressed geometry tubes were installed in two units of the
accelerator and tested. Then new tubes were installed in the top
third of the accelerator in November, 1986. In mid-September,1987,
installation of the remaining two-thirds commenced. It is anticipated
that installation and initial testing will continue until January,
1988.

In conjunction with the tube replacement, new corona points and
holders are being installed in the accelerator. A new holder has been
designed which will allow replacement of point assemblies without .•
removal of the holders from the tubes. The original holders were "~V
attached to tube electrodes with a screw which would occasionally l_
loosen allowing the point assembly to "droop" onto the lower point %
thus shorting the tube gap. The new holder will eliminate this S
problem. A drawing of the holder is shown in Figure 1. A new adjust- !?
ment procedure will be employed to set the corona point gaps using a *-
constant-current high-voltage power supply . The gaps will be ^
adjusted to produce equal voltages (+-10%) in air with a selected =}
corona current.
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Seven new ion species were provided to experimenters during FY87.
These were Ca48, Cu65, Ge76, Se78, Se80, Se82 and Snll2. The ellip-
soidal geometry ion source(2) has been used since January, 1987, and
has proven reliable and easy to operate. This source has proven espe-
cially advantageous for providing beams of rare isotopes since the
probe samples can be very small.

The beam chopper installed in FY86 was used successfully in FY87.
A, replica of the beam pulse obtained from a multi-channel analyzer is
shown in Figure 2. Initially, adjustment of the phases and amplitudes
for the chopper and buncher was quite tedious. However, a capacitive
pick-up installed in the rotating beam line eliminated the problem- at
least for average beam currents greater than about 10 nanoamperes. A
secondary emission detector with a microchannel plate electron
multiplier has been constructed and will be installed shortly. The
detector is similar to a Stony Brook design and should provide tuning
criteria for beams smaller than 10 nanoamperes.

A prototype recirculating gas stripper has been constructed and
partially tested. This device uses a turbomolecular pump to circulate
the stripper gas. At present, it appears that some additional
baffling of the stripper tube will be necessary to reduce gas flow to
contiguous beam lines.

An air-SF6 separator is being developed. Since the air in a
liquid storage system is found primarily in the SF6 vapor phase, air
can be concentrated in one of our three storage tanks by judicious
transfers between the three tanks and the accelerator vessel. The
vapor in the air-rich tank then serves as feed gas for the separator.
The air-SF6 ratio is further enhanced in the separator by cooling the
mixture to condense SF6. The remaining air-rich vapor escapes from
the separator at constant pressure while the liquid drains from the
bottom.

A plan for improving the 25URC control system has been initiated.
It includes additional control knobs (five versus the present three),
more assignable meters, relocation of oscilloscopes in the console,
and BPM modifications. A multi-channel BPM display will be
constructed along with additional BPM's and remote gain control of the
preamplifiers.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF 25URC OPERATION

FISCAL YEAR

RESEARCH HOURS

SCHED. OUTAGE

UNSCHED. MAI NT.

1983

296S

2789

776

1984

3172

2120

1677

1985

3904

2073

874

1986

4162

2396

385

1987

4591

2320

253

TABLE II
ROTATING SHAFT BEARING LIFE

1980 - 1987

OPER. INTERVAL
(1000 hrs.)

NO. BEARINGS
REPLACED

0-5

14

5-10

7

10-15

6

15-20

8

20-25

8

25-30

1

30-35

8

35-40

7

40-45

3



Fig. 1 New Corona Point Holder
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Fig. 2 Replica of Chopped Beam Pulse


